ON THE CONVERGENCE OF INFINITE EXPONENTIALS
DONALD L. SHELL1

Given a sequence of complex numbers

{ai}, we define a sequence

of functions:
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This sequence is formally represented by £(oi, c2, a%, • • • ; z), and
is called an infinite exponential. If all the ai = a, as is the case in this
paper, the infinite exponential is represented by E(a; z). This nomenclature follows Barrow [l]. Another symbolism has been used by
Thron [9]. It is necessary to specify the values log an to make the
sequence determinate.
Euler [4] was the first to investigate seriously the convergence of
the sequence E(a; z). He stated and demonstrated the results for the
case where a and 2 are real. However, his demonstration
was not a
rigorous proof. Later proofs of these results were given independently
by Seidel [8], Gravé [S], and Barrow [l]. We quote the result that
E(a; 1) converges when
e~e ^ a ^ e11".

Convergence for complex a,- has been considered by Thron [9]. He
showed that E(ai, a2, a3, ■ ■ ■ ; 1) will converge if | log o¿| ^e_1,
i= 1, 2, 3, • • • . The purpose of this paper is to establish the existence
of a region of convergence extending outside this one in the special
case that at=a. If E(a; z) converges to the limit t, then clearly
a1 = t

or

a = t1".

If now one lets t = ef where f is a complex parameter,

(1)
In the remainder

then [2]

a = e**'1.
of this paper, the representation

(1) will be em-

ployed.
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£(a; z) is the sequence of iterates of the function <piz). That is, it is
identical with the sequence #»(2) defined by

4>iiz)= 4>iz)= a',

4>tiz)= 4>i<Piiz))
= o*<'\
*,(«) = <K*»-i(z))= a*-'(,)Now (biz) is an entire function with the fixed point Zo= er and the
theory of iteration [6; 7, pp. 229-239] tells us that the sequence
(pniz) will converge for z in some neighborhood of the fixed point pro-

vided that \<p'(z0)\ <1.
Now using (1)

dd>

d

f

— - — e«-*' = ef.-f.fe-f,
dz dz

¿0(eO

—— = f.
dz

Hence we have [2 ]

Theorem 1. If |f| <1 and a = ei'~ , then £(a; z) converges to ef for
z in some neighborhood of z0 = ef.
The results of this paper are based on the estimate
gence neighborhood given in

of the conver-

Theorem 2, If |f| <1 and a = er«_f then £(a; z) converges to el
provided \z —e{\ <r0|ef| where ra is the positive root of the equation

r-1 log (l+r)=

|r|-

The convergence is uniform in
(2)

|Z-ef|

=? Ôro| ef| ;

0 < B < 1.

From the point of view of the theory of iteration of functions
£(a; 1) is merely a special case of £(a; z). This was recognized by
Euler, but as Condorcet [3] originally raised the question of the convergence of £(a; 1) there is particular interest in determining the
values of a for which £(a; 1) converges. We shall deduce from Theo-

rem 2
Theorem

3. 7/a = ef«"r and |f| ^log 2 then £(a; 1) converges to ef.

A slightly more extensive region than |f| ^log2 will be found
as stated below in Theorem 4.
The regions of convergence of £(o; 1) in the upper half of the aplane as established by Thron, Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 are illustrated in Figure I which is based on computations performed on an
electronic computer.
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Theorem 1 was given by Carlsson [2].
Before proceeding to prove Theorem 2 it is helpful to consider the
function
e" — 1

rs2

X.r)-—-.,+-

r2s3

+ -+■■-.

We evidently have the following
Lemma. If 0<s<1 then 6(r) is monotone increasing with r for r>0.
There exists a unique positive solution r = r0 of the equation r~l log (1 +r)

= sandO(r0) = l. s<0(r)<lfor

0<r<r0.

Nowletz = ef(l+ß). We find thata* = exp(zfe~f) = efew. We propose
to establish conditions under which \a' —er| <|z —e{\. Evidently

|o«-ef| = |er| |e«-l|
^ | e¡"|(e^ -1).
provided \ß\ = r then

Now with 5= |f| we find that

I a' - et I ^ I ef | B(r)\ ß | = 0(r) \ z - e! | .
Hence if \ß\ ^r<ra

we have

I 4>i(z)- «r| = I ß«!\ = d(r) I z - ef | = 0(r) \ ßef\ .
This implies that
argument

|j3i| ^0(r)|/?|

^6(r)r^r

and hence repeating

the

I <t>2(z)
- er I = I j82efI = 6(r) \ ^(z) - e*\ £ [6(r)]2\ z - ¿ \ .
Evidently

|<£„(z) —er| ^ [0(r)]n| z —er| and 4>n(z) converges

uniformly

to e( for I z —e{\ ¿r\ er|. This proves Theorem 2.
We prove Theorem 3 by showing that z = 1 is within the circle of
convergence associated with each number a in the relevant region.
Substituting
I f I =log 2 in equation (2) we find r0= 1. Hence, we shall
have convergence in this case if \ß\ <1. The point under consideration is z = l = et(l+ß).
Here ß = e~(-l and \ß\ =|e-f-l|
geiri-1

_eiog 2—1 = 1. Now the equality holds only when —£■=|f| =log 2.
Otherwise, \ß\ <1. But when f = —log 2, we appeal to the results
for real a, which indicate convergence when a =1/4 (corresponding

to f = —log 2). This proves Theorem 3.
It is clear that equation
larger region. Thus letting

(2) assures convergence

r= |/3| = l e-i"—11
we define a contour in the f-plane, namely
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within which | ef —11 <r0| er|. Hence, we have
Theorem 4. The infinite exponential £(a; 1) converges to ef when f
is within the contour defined by equation (3) and a = ef«~r.
I wish to thank Dr. A. J. Macintyre for proposing this problem
and offering numerous helpful suggestions toward its solution.

Figure

1. Regions of convergence of E(a; 1).
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